
Journeyman Balladeer  Andy, your letter suggests that you feel 
you can manage the “arriving at the airfield early” bit, but wonder 
what is meant by the phrase “after months of planning…” 

Tell me about your experience. And what will be the aircraft 
for your adventure?
Andy Campbell  I currently fly an old Blade 462 from a small farm 
strip in south Cheshire, just at the bottom of the low-level route 
between Manchester and Liverpool. 

I’ve been on trips over Snowdon and down to Halfpenny Green. 
(Great lunch – chicken curry, half rice, half chips). 

I’ve also been up to Crossland Moore (Huddersfield interna-
tional) going round Manchester CTA, and I’ve been up to Ince and 
back, around Liverpool CTA.

JB  So these are all day trips so far. How many years/hours do you 
have? You need to be confident in flying the aircraft in normal 
conditions. If this is second nature, then you can focus on the new 
aspects (fields, weather, nav, radio etc).
AC  I got my licence in 2004 and I’ve 76h P1, all fitted in around 
work, family and house moves. I must admit to perhaps being a 
fair-weather flyer.
JB  My first trip to France was a 48h out-and-back, on about the 
100h solo mark, so you’re not far off that.

Step up by practising in conditions ‘abnormal’ for you. Check 
out the accepted limits for your aircraft, and go out on days where 
you have to push envelopes, its and yours. Be confident landing 
crosswind and find ways of mitigating it. Get to the stage where 
the aircraft is 100% aware that you are the boss.

The aim is that you know your limit, and can operate safely 
within it. After that, it’s a case of judgment and will. People like 
Brian Milton, RMH and Dave Sykes wouldn’t have achieved what 
they did without that.
AC  I see what you mean. I guess conditions won’t be ideal all the 
time. When I wrote the original letter, I was indeed thinking more 
of a trip to France, or maybe Ireland, rather than round the world. 

Once I’ve conquered these though, who knows? 
JB  Let’s get the rules out of the way first. The BMAA website has a 
“Flying Abroad by Microlight” section in the Information Library.

Your aircraft is good for France, but neither the PPL(M) nor 
NPPL confer automatic rights for the pilot. On the two occasions 

I have been asked, both as a result of landing at commercial air-
fields, I just thumped it on the table and stood back with a look 
that said: “I’m a fully legit UK pilot.”

Take copies of all flying papers, leaving the originals safe at 
home. I have them folded in a plastic wallet in my “critical items” 
bag.

In many countries, microlights overseas are not subject to the 
rigorous regime we have in the UK, and airports are just not used 
to seeing very small flexwings alongside 737s.

Calling in advance, pointedly asking for airfield info, arriving 
at the time stated and doing the correct drills will see you right.
AC  I’ll look it all up. What other sources are there?
JB  Invest in the official guide and official maps. I use Jeppesen-
Bottlang. You can take out pages you need and put them in your 
map case or outer gloves on the control bar. Our heated cockpit 
brethren can take one of the books, but it is not so useful in a well 
ventilated cockpit.

If you go that route, take a set of blank white postcards, and 
write all the details of legs, distances, timings, runways, diverts, 
frequencies etc, on a card. Bulldog-clip it to your map. Compiling 
it ensures readiness and builds confidence. 

However, it is better to ask for a missing vital piece over the 
radio than cuff it and duff it.
AC   I hear there are other rules for France. What are they?
JB  The complexity comes from the UK not being involved in the 
Schengen Agreement, which allows people to cross member coun-
tries’ borders without passports.

On the way out you need to inform arrival customs of that 
first overseas landing. Your chosen guide book will tell you the 
hours customs are on site. As your chosen landing site may not 
be manned full-time by customs officials, they need to know your 
arrival time, so they can come out if they wish.

The ambush comes on the way back into the UK, where the 
key factor is the status of the arrival airfield. 

A major one, such as Lydd, covers arrivals automatically. But 
any field on the list of the General Aviation Agreement (GAA) 
and any private strip is OK, as long as you fax a General Aviation 
Report (GAR) to a designated Special Branch number at least 4h 
in advance. Ireland is the same.

All countries require a flight plan for crossing an international 
border, but if you go further than France, the Schengen agreement 
removes the customs/immigration issue. 
AC  Argh! The flight plan. 
JB  This is always perceived as a worry, but everyone I have es-
corted realised it is very simple, once done once. 

I expect you will do the short crossing. I have tried most vari-
ants, and Headcorn/Lashenden – Calais (but see p9 this issue – ed) 
seems the easiest pairing to start with. Both will help you com-
plete it and send it, and tell you when it is approved. 

Once en route, maintain ATC contact, but don’t sweat if it fails 
at times. However, it feels better to have someone there, especially 
if you end up heading waterwards. You also hear everybody else 
who is able to come and circle the splash!

Not that it will happen, but we are talking about improving 
your odds and feeling on top of things.
AC  It will be my first time over water. What is your advice?
JB  I fly with a Rotax 912S behind me, which I trust personally 
and statistically. My maximum is 90 miles, from Portland to Cher-
bourg, but John Hunt from Wye Valley Flyers has done the 230 
miles from Shetland to Bergen. 

This might not be so relaxing with a two-stroke. Six items to help 
you:
1 Get as high as you can, and know your rate of descent and 

the resulting distance.
2 Visualise what you will do if it goes quiet. I will jump from a 

stall. 
3 Practice this drill (less the jump, if so decided, but with belt 

undone and legs over the side) so it is embedded. 
4 Mark your map with the point when you cannot make it back, 

and where you should be able to coast in. Factor in the wind. 
5 Lifejacket is essential, and an immersion suit a personal 

decision. I always use one. You can hire them from SEMS in 
Basildon.

6 Be prepared to wait for fair weather.
My heart beats faster and my mouth gets drier several hours before 
crossing big water, and the coasting-in is always a relief.

This sentence would especially apply to the 450 miles of icy 
water that Brian Milton crossed between Greenland and Iceland 
(1998), and the 300 miles that Dave Sykes traversed between 
Timor and Australia (2011).
AC  OK. I can see myself safe in France. Do French air traffic con-
trollers only speak French?
JB  No. They all speak English, although you will hear them using 
French with the local pilots. The more commercially oriented the 
airfield, the more likely English is spoken. If in doubt, call the 
tower before you go.

A local TMA will respond in English, if that is what you use to 
sign on. If the French TMA is marked with an asterisk it will have 

ADVENTURING
ALL YOU NEEDED TO KNOW, BUT DIDN’T KNOW WHO TO ASK

JOURNEYMAN BALLADEER ANDY 
OLIVER, WHO HAS ESCORTED TWO 
SETS OF CLUB PILOTS TO FRANCE 
AND LANDED AT OVER 50 FRENCH 
AIRFIELDS, RESPONDS TO ANDY 
CAMPBELL’S RECENT LETTER IN MF, 
ASKING FOR ADVICE ON PLANNING 
A TRIP TO FRANCE AS A FIRST 
ADVENTURE.

Facing page  Bed, bath, mini bar and aircon in a lodge by the 
Ragusa airstrip in Sicily.

Above  Self-sufficiency is the key: this 45kg load covers all 
eventualities from cold UK to hot Sicily and includes a dry 
suit and a lip salve – somewhere!
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The Journeyman Balladeer’s 
Riskometer
The touring pilot can creep incrementally into a 
position of increased risk. A perfect storm can be 
the result of imperfect anticipation. Constant risk 
identification and mitigation is required. If there are 
more than three red lights at the start of your journey, 
then your flexibility of response to events is reduced. 
The model assumes that pilot and aircraft are both 
serviceable. Any missing or malfunctioning item of kit 
should be seen as an additional red light.

Clear info on destination weather at ETA

Minimum 1h fuel after ETA

Minimum 1h light after ETA

First time to this field

Divert within 30min, and info “to hand”

More than 6h flying so far this day

If four reds: Think, Mitigate, Decide!
temporary hours, and many are closed at weekends. The easy nov-
ice option is, once in France, plan a route around or under them. 

Local airfields, where there is only club traffic, speak French. If 
you phone the clubouse, and anyone actually answers, it is a 50-
50 probability that someone will speak English.

Otherwise, just press on; giving blind calls in English on ar-
rival, stating the name of the field at start and end of the transmis-
sion. If there is a local or club service in operation, and they speak 
English, they will have a go.

You will get nothing out of a glider field, so stick to the desig-
nated approach and keep making those blind calls. 

You can find translations and write them on another postcard. 
I now have them in six languages. 

On my 2011 Sicily trip, out of 42 landings, only eight had a 
radio service in operation, 34 were made using blind calls into 
total silence, and 19 fields were totally deserted from arrival to 
departure. 
AC  How do you choose the airfields, then find them? What do you 
use for navigation?
JB  I try to be self-sufficient during the flying day, helped by a 65 
litre tank and a 20 litre can, and at night I look for a field within 
walking distance of a town, and thus fuel and a possible restau-
rant. The guide book gives you all you need to sort this.

If the JB’s approach is altogether much too organised  
for your taste, try this method, as suggested  
by Stuart Buchanan

Planning adventures,  
an alternative approach
1 Go to pub with bunch of flying mates. Drink beer. During 

the first pint, agree when to go. After the second, argue 
about where to go. Continue making more and more 
ambitious plans until closing time. The trip destination is 
the one everyone can remember the next morning.

2 In fit of enthusiasm, purchase Pooley’s guide and chart. 
Spend hours poring over map on the kitchen table, 
measuring distances and looking up airfields that have 
mogas.

3 Go to pub. Drink beer. Plan itinerary with two or three 

flying legs per day, and overnight stops near a B&B 
and pub. Plan will become more vague as the evening 
progresses. Agree importance of good pub at the end of 
each day’s flying.

4 With continued enthusiasm, create detailed flight plan 
with distances, estimated times, fuel consumption, 
airfield plates and radio frequencies. Diligently research 
customs and flight plan requirements.

5 Go to pub. Drink beer. Agree that the detailed 
flight plan looks fantastic, although the light in the 
pub is a bit too poor to actually read it. Delegate 
responsibility for tourism information, B&B booking, pub 
recommendations and flight logistics.

6 On day of trip, discover that big low-pressure system has 
scrubbed the plan. Re-plan lunch about 100 miles away 
in the opposite direction. Agree to work out later where 
to stop for the night. Take off.

Facing page A flight too far: light going, front coming 
through, had to pick a field (Poland 2006)

This page (bottom) Sheltering from a two-day “vent Mistral” 
in the Rhone Valley in 2009; and (top) Andy Campbell, all set 
for adventure, now he knows how

You can use GPS if you like. As an ex-Army man, which in-
cluded competitive orienteering, I am a firm map, compass and 
stopwatch flyer. 

Use other strips as waypoints (and potential diverts). Close to 
your destination, plot a clear marker, such as a motorway junc-
tion or river/ railway crossing, and mark exact miles and bearing 
from it.

On my white card I also draw the field at the angle and view I 
will approach it.
AC  The key factor in the decision “to fly or not to fly”, is the weath-
er. How do you manage this?
JB  Once you are en route you have to deal with what you get. 
You can get the weather at the local club, if there is anyone there, 
via the internet. If closed, use your own mobile device. Meteo de 
France gives very good detail in its public forecasts.

You will quickly get attuned to judging it, especially if you 
make this a major focus of your practice sorties.

Plan diverts down your route, especially runway directions. 
I advised earlier to build your competence in winds that would 
usually cause you not to leave the house, but there is a limit. Be 
prepared to sit a day out.

In 2003 I met a guy who had sat out a 10-day ‘vent Tramon-
tane’ in south-west France. 

AC  Is it really “months of planning?”
JB  I reckon I spent about 24h at my desk for both Warsaw and 
Sicily. The key decisions are related to international border cross-
ings, since this is where you lose time and are at your most visible.

But since you’re burning money at a rate equivalent to a cruise 
holiday, ask yourself what the objective is, eg:
•	 To	fly	the	path	taken	by	the	tanks	of	my	regiment	at	the	Battle	

of Cambrai in 1917;
•	 To	follow	the	Loire	from	sea	to	source;
•	 To	freeload	on	your	mate	who	has	taken	a	gîte	in	Provence.
Then there is the question of your style. Do you want to sleep 
under the wing, like Richard Meredith-Hardy, tent it (like me – 
for lower cost and flexibility), or sleep between linen sheets, with 
bath, steak cold beer and power for your PC daily?

There will be a weight/kit trade off. The record-breakers choose 
the extra fuel.
AC  Of course, I don’t have to do it solo. I could get a group together.
JB  That would be good. A top club for group expeditions is 
Hampshire MC. I have seen photos of over a dozen of them on 
remote beach strips in Scotland.

Personally I go solo because it is the only time when I am ac-
countable to and for no one but myself, with no discussion, nego-
tiation or compromise required or expected. 
AC  What do I do now?
JB  Doing some practice sorties of increasing challenge is impor-
tant. Brian Milton had three test runs (to Corsica, Liechtenstein 
and Berlin and back) before he set off round the world. 
AC  What happens when things go wrong? 

JB  Well, the 5Ps increase the odds against, and then it is down 
to your initiative, based on your resources and options. I carry 
a set of spares, and even if I am downed in a corner of a foreign 
field there is usually help available. P&M and my school instruc-
tor have given me advice over the phone. 

In such situations, it helps not to be driven by some self-im-
posed deadline. Keep calm, take your time, sort it out and carry 
on.
AC  I meant really wrong?  I mean, like you crash?
JB  It might happen, but it would not be that different from being 
in the UK. It will just take more time, effort and money to sort out. 

Bernie Bader (one of the gallant crew at Dunkeswell, Home 
of the Brave) wiped out his Blade when landing at Calais on the 
Blériot commemoration trip. He, his wife Jean and the wreckage 
were back home in close to 72h.

Did this deter him? It did not! He rebuilt it and went back the 
following year. He had an engine failure departing St Omer and 
was hauled out of a wheat field. That  time he was back in the UK 
within 48h, fully assisted by police, farmers and UK chums. 

Wonderful things, insurance and resilience. 
AC  Looks like the basics are capability and planning that will keep 
the odds of success and enjoyment in my favour, underwritten by 
the intention to make it work. 
JB  Not much more I can add to that, dear boy. Get to the airfield 
at any time you want! 
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